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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an overview of frame-based knowledge representation and Structural Modelling approach as well as a new extension of frame-based knowledge representation schema is described. The extension of schema is a result of analysis of student works and it can be used in Structural Modelling approach to improve knowledge acquisition and representation about systems. Three differently structured system models are given to show the possible knowledge representation forms that are found in student works. The created schema extension can be implemented in the already developed frame-based knowledge representation tool, which purpose is to support Structural Modelling approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Structural Modelling (SM) approach [3, 4] has been developed to support systematic, domain model based knowledge representation (KR) and automation of knowledge base construction for model-based diagnosis problem solving. The goal of SM is to develop a framework for knowledge acquisition, representation and processing based on a set of related structural models. When representing knowledge about complex systems using the SM approach there are several important aspects that must be taken into account to be able to create consistent system structure models: systems structure, functions, behaviour and deep cause consequence knowledge. Structural models capture declarative deep knowledge about systems morphology and operation in normal conditions and also under faults. The important advantage of structural models is their ability to capture both shallow (expert’s experience) and deep (understanding of causal knowledge) knowledge. Morphological and functional models are used to support reasoning that provides diagnosis systems with additional facilities to explain the various processes in the system of interest [8]. To support intended reasoning and to fulfil the goals of SM suitable knowledge retrieval and representation schema is needed. Therefore in the SM a frame hierarchy that supports two kinds of relations, namely, “kind of” and “part of” is used [4].

Structural Modelling is being approbated in the “System and Process theory” practical works. One of the tasks in the students’ practical works is to create the model of the system in which the student feels herself an expert. The main objective of the task is to represent the essential characteristics and the relationships for the selected system using SM approach. The SM can be used to create models for the complex technical systems with physically heterogeneous elements and is suitable in the situation of incomplete information. Students need to analyze and represent systems morphological and functional structure. Detailed analysis of the system leads to the system model design. Although using the SM approach system model can be designed also on the paper, all system representations are made in the specially designed tool called Frame System (FS) [12, 13, 14]. All designed systems within the Frame System were analyzed in order to assess student knowledge about the learned lecture material and to find drawbacks of the used tool. Despite the fact that in the FS a frame hierarchy is used and the frame-based representation [7] is well described, students’ generated system representations are structurally different. Also it was concluded that even by following tool guidelines the student created system representations can vary even representing one and the same system. Accordingly similarities and differences found in the analysed systems’ structure representations three different groups (KR forms) can be distinguished.

The analysis of students’ works revealed that there exist gaps in the tool and the main problem is related to the KR schema and frame hierarchy implementation (this is evidenced by structural differences in the representations) in the FS. To find more suitable KR schema for the SM and to overcome gaps discovered in the tool it was decided to create a new extension for the existing frame-based KR schema [12, 14]. A new schema extension is well-grounded using the frame system theory [7], and examples of its application [2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10] as well as using the rules and methods from the SM approach [3, 8]. Also approaches, which describe different structures of the frame, are overviewed [16, 17, 18, 20, 21].

The paper presents an extension of frame-based KR schema that is acquired examining the student created system models in the practical works. The paper is organized as follows. In section two a description of a frame-based KR and the Structural Modelling approach is given. The section three is devoted to the students created system representations and discovered structural differences. In the section four a new schema inspirer by analysis of student works is described and a case study using the schema is explored. At the end of the paper conclusions and also of a future work is given.
2. THEORY UNDERLYING NEW FRAME-BASED REPRESENTATION SCHEMA EXTENSION

A frame is a data structure that provides a structural representation of objects [3, 5, 24, 25, 30]. Object is a recognizable thing: reality that exists in space and time and can be real or abstract [1]. The original definition of a frame is given by Minsky. Most important features of frames are: specific representation form, inheritance, class (class–subclass) hierarchy [6, 7]. Using the frame in the KR all the information about the considered object is aggregated into one place. Therefore frame is used in the SM approach [3, 12, 13] to acquire and to represent knowledge about the chosen system.

Main components of the SM are system’s objects, flows, behaviour and also cause–consequence knowledge. The object in the SM is used to describe the components of the system. The frame is a formalism that is used to provide the knowledge representation about the objects. Frame allows: using natural language; the organization in hierarchies and also has inheritance that support reasoning and therefore provide with some expectations. From the represented knowledge system structural models can be retrieved. All acquired knowledge is stored in the topological knowledge base. That must be stressed that in SM both the object (part-of relations) and class (kind-of relations) hierarchy [1, 28] play an important role. Therefore the knowledge base is structured as a frame hierarchy which maintains the knowledge about represented objects [3, 4, 12, 14]. The objective and usage of the represented knowledge are significant because these are conditions which determine the requirements of the KR form.

Frame is structure that can be described by frame name and slots [6, 7], like it is shown in Figure 1. This kind of representation is similar to Object–Attribute–Value triplet. Frame slots are used to represent the characteristics of the object. Each slot consists of the slot name and value [7] or list of values [9, 17, 25]. Usually one of the values in the list is a default value, but other values represent alternatives. Slot value can be: other frame name, descriptive variable or the procedure. The usage of other frame name as the value for the slot is most common in the KR and existing frame–based approaches [3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 14, 16, 17, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26]. For example, lemon is a slot value for the slot name fruit; person is a slot value for the slot name IS-A (slot represents relation). Descriptive variables also are frequently used as slot values [3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 13, 16, 25]. Here the example is – red (for the slot name colour). The third case is procedure or the rule usage in the slots [5, 9, 18, 19, 21, 30]. The rules are represented in the If…Then… form and can be viewed also as separated slots [18, 21]. Sometimes procedures are called demons [6, 17, 19, 20, 22, 24] or conditions that are attached to slots. Example for this case is: Goto Next (slot name); when changed (slot value) [30, 31]. It should be noted that despite the already mentioned cases the value for the slot can be also unknown [5, 7, 23] and it helps to cope with situations of incomplete information.

Each frame has terminals added for attaching pointers to substructures. In the Minsky’s paper [7] the terminal is named also as a slot. The authors of this paper inspect the terminal as a pointer or a contact. Every slot can have link that represents the relation between two frames (see Figure 1). Collections of frames are linked together in one system. This kind of feature can be used to create a model of the system or a model of a group of interconnected systems [6, 7] and therefore it is relevant to SM approach.

Sometimes in addition to described frame–based representation form data structure includes the superframe and/or subframe names. This feature helps to organize frames into taxonomy or inheritance hierarchies [7, 9, 16, 17, 23, 29]. Inheritance is a significant mechanism built in frames that allows the knowledge sharing between several frames. In most of the papers related to frame–based representation it is described how properties are inherited from superframes to subframes in the hierarchy [2, 6, 9, 29]. Class or type hierarchies known also as inheritance hierarchies are constructed using generalization – specialization relations IS-A or A-KIND-OF and provide mechanisms for inheritance [1, 5, 6, 23, 25, 27, 29]. When considering the case of inheritance slots are called properties/attributes and vice versa [5, 6, 7, 25]. Here an ambiguous interpretation of frame slots accordingly leads to the assumption that slots represent only properties of interested object. This misunderstanding is one of the reasons why students’ represented knowledge even about one system is structured differently.

SM approach and also the frame idea are implemented in the frame–based knowledge representation tool Frame System [14]. Tool has built-in structure that allows representing the system objects, their properties, structure and relationships between objects [12, 13, 14]. Tool is used and tested in the “System and process theory” practical works. Concerning the FS authors has to acknowledge that: a) the functionality of the tool still can be improved; b) there are several problems that require a different solution. The analysis of student works helped to determine several solutions that can be used to improve existing frame–based KR and to provide a better application of SM.

3. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION FORMS

When representing knowledge about the system student understanding about the tool application can vary. This is the reason why the KR schema must be well structured, explicit and also suitable for different insight levels. Although the frames are widely used and well described the analysis of the student works revealed that three KR forms can be found and all have significant drawbacks. This indicates that implemented frame–based KR schema is not sufficiently complete. Representing the knowledge about systems students used three KR forms. It should be noted that none of the representation forms is entirely right or wrong. The main drawback of the representation forms is that no clear boundary between the object and class hierarchy exists or even the KR form miss one of the hierarchies.

![Frame–based representation](image-url)
In the first KR form the decomposition of objects is not given. This means the structure of the represented object is not shown (see Figure 2). The first representation form was found in those students’ works who: a) was not completely understood the task; b) was chosen systems in which alternative elements and the external environment represented.

In this KR form only the class–subclass hierarchy, taxonomy and properties are considered. This representation is simple, but it is just because the decomposition level is very low. The KR form misses the object hierarchy and therefore the amount of knowledge that can be acquired is not suitable for the SM. In short this kind of representation lacks the system structure and allows seeing only the clock properties and classification, which is important to understand the context of represented domain.

Next KR form inspects the case where the object’s structure is represented in the tree-view (see the left side of the Figures 3 and 4). The second KR form can be divided in two cases: case A – where only a system and/or object structure is represented (see Figure 3); case B – where the context and the object/system structure are represented (see Figure 4).

In the last viewed KR form the object’s structure is perceived as the attributes which are represented through object properties (see the right side of Figure 5). This KR form was found in those students’ works, which were representing the knowledge about the system and: a) were experimented several times to get a realizable system structure; b) knew the system structure clearly even at the beginning of representation; c) had large systems which were thoroughly described.

Unlike the previous KR form, this has at least two advantages. One of them is a comprehensive inheritance usage. The represented object’s structural can be assigned to other objects down in the hierarchy (inheritance). This also means that the same knowledge must be acquired and represented once, but can be used multiple times. Other advantage for the viewed representation form is that the object structure is viewed separately from the alternative object types and other things that are represented in the class hierarchy. The problem in this representation form is that the structural elements are examined as the object’s properties. The two relation types that have a different meaning and that can be denoted with the titles “is–is–
property–of” and “is–a–part–of” are represented together in one place. Although often structural elements are represented as the object properties [9, 10, 11, 17, 24] it must be stressed that the properties are not the same as structural elements. For example, the slot colour is the property, but slot mechanism is a structural element (see Figure 5). Although there are weaknesses in this KR form it provides a good representation result and therefore it is assumed as the best of all three KR forms. This KR form includes the class hierarchy as well as object hierarchy. Unfortunately, the object hierarchy unlike the class hierarchy can’t be expanded more than it is shown on Figure 5. This means that the object detail level is low and can’t be realized object decomposition even if it is needed.

![Figure 5. The third KR form](image)

Even if a student is an expert in some field, the represented knowledge must be structured and well-considered. It is needed to understand can it be viewed in the appropriate context, how it meets other knowledge and whether the relation is understandable. After analysis it was found that there is a need for more structured schema that allows representing both: class and object hierarchies. Also no less important is to distinguish between the different relations in the system representations while maintaining all objects’ characteristics in one frame. This requirement can be achieved using different slot types.

### 4. NEW SCHEMA EXTENSION AND CASE STUDY

The idea about various slot types is not a new one and it was viewed already at the source of frame–based representation approach [7]. There can be different slots and each can be provided for a particular purpose or with a determined role [5, 6, 7, 16, 19, 20, 21]. In the papers that contain frame–based concepts usually different slot roles, slots having restrictions or types are inspected, although not stated that there is distinction between the slot types [11, 17, 24, 31].

To overcome drawbacks in the tool FS it was decided to create an extension for KR schema. It means that new knowledge representation form must be created and also KR structure in the FS must be changed. In a new schema extension several slot types are defined (see Figure 6 case b): property slots, structure slots, contact slots, procedure slots. In addition all slot types are divided in the local and inherited slots. Before in the tool was implemented a KR schema that was a set of several frames called a frame model (see Figure 6 case a). The frame model provides a similar, but not the same functionality as the usage of different slot types [12, 13, 14].

![Figure 6. The knowledge representation schemas](image)

The usage of various slots allows to determine and to distinguish between the relations in the structure. The Figure 7 represents an overview of the possible relations in a new representation schema extension.

![Figure 7. The relation types in the schema](image)

It is not necessary to use the specific relation names in a slot, because the relation type can be determined by the slot location in the representation. Hence in the representation each slot has the name, value and relation. When the attributes are represented in the structure slot, between elements represented in the slot exists an aggregation relation [1]. Object can have multiple structure slots, which exist in relation to the object using part of link.

The authors described knowledge representation regarding the slots differs from the before mentioned (in the viewed publications). In the new representation schema extension two types of hierarchies (see Figure 8) can be created: class hierarchy and object hierarchy [1, 28]. Both hierarchies can exist simultaneously in the representation. The main differences between the hierarchies are the abstraction levels and relation types. In the class hierarchy abstraction levels can be class-subclass-instance or just classsubclass (see Figure 8 case a). The relation between class–subclass is is-a-kind-of, but between class-instance relation is is-a–part-of (see Figure 8 case b). The class hierarchy was present in the frame–based KR schema even before [12, 15]. The typical examples can be found in the KR forms (see Figure 2 and 5).
Theoretically elements of system structural also must be represented in a hierarchy, but it will not be so called class hierarchy. The visual representation in the class and object hierarchies is the same but the context and the association type differs. In the case of class hierarchy exist “kind of” relation and it is possible to consider about the system structure alternative models. In the case of object hierarchy the relation is “part of” and it is possible to consider about the viewed object structure. The example for object hierarchy can be found in the Figure 3.

![Class and object hierarchy](image)

**Figure 8. Class and object hierarchy**

It is considered that the inheritance exist also in the object hierarchy. In a new KR schema extension two types of inheritance (see Figure 9) can be found: inheritance in a class hierarchy (that is most frequently used) and inheritance in the object hierarchy. In addition, in the KR forms must be distinguished simple and multiple inheritance cases.

![The types of inheritance](image)

**Figure 9. The types of inheritance**

Regarding the class hierarchy it was found that if the structural elements are represented in the slots (called structure slots) they can be assigned to other frames in the class hierarchy. This means that the mechanical clock inherits the property slot (Color:Red) and the structure slot (Clock body:unknown) from the clock (see Figure 9). Concerning the object hierarchy the frame represented in the structure slot inherits slots which are represented in both object and class hierarchy (see Figure 9). Clock body can inherit the property slot (Color:Red) from the clock. In the new frame-based representation form inheritance can be used to provide with the characteristics, structure, behaviour, and procedures the related frames.

![A new KR form and an example its usage](image)

**Figure 10. A new KR form and an example its usage**

The acquired system structure representation form and also a new knowledge schema extension which example is shown in Figure 10 has several characteristics that are good for the KR and are meaningful in the SM approach: (a) although the representation form is simple, a rich knowledge representation can be provided (this is indicated by the potential decomposition level, alternatives and inheritance); KR form has new restrictions (slot types are used and extra links from slots must be provided), but it is flexible; (b) all slots can be inherited and exists 2 type inheritance; (c) There can be represented two type hierarchies. The extension better supports the goals of SM, since it is possible to create an alternative system models and
this is provided by class hierarchy. Also it is possible to represent a deeper level of object detail and this feature is provided by object hierarchy. The usage of different slot types allows formalizing and structure the knowledge representation. Therefore it is easier not only represent, but also understand and interpret the represented knowledge and structured representation is more accurate.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a new frame-based knowledge representation schema extension that can be used to improve knowledge acquisition and representation about systems. Using an extension and already existing theory the system structure representation form known before and implemented in the Frame System is slightly changed. The introduced hierarchies, inheritance and slot types can be used to provide a better application of SM approach. The future work will be focused on development of the Intelligent System (using the existing tool) that can be used for the Complex System Structural modelling. The acquired frame-based schema extension must be implemented in the tool Frame System to cope with the found drawbacks.
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